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Faux painting tips
Faux painting is a very convenient form of painting the interiors of the house which not only
General materials and tools needed

In order to have a basic project of faux painting one need the normal tools which are required
* Paint tray
* Lint free rags
* Rubber gloves
* Painters tape
* Zinsser products such as Blend and glaze etc.
General tips on faux painting

The following is a in general list of tips which would be very helpful in performing a faux pa
* The surface should and must be prepared very properly before starting to decorate it.
* The experimentation should be done first on a sample board rather then directly approaching
* The work should be divided into small sections. One wall or section should be completed stop
* The work should be done very quickly well in time before the glaxe becoming tacky may be aro
* The use of protective gloves is often recommended while glazing for easy clean up.
* The use of lint free rags such as funnels, diapers, cheesecloth or sheets would be advisable

In this way following the above tips very sincerely one can get outstanding results from a sim
Faux painting ideas
Faux is a French word for the word `false´ or `fake´. So we can say that this painting is all
Implementation

Though faux is applied to any kind of surface but it generally involves wall preparation and r
Suitability

Faux paining is also suitable for children. Even small children can do this faux painting. Thi
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